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Saturday 9th September 2017

Venue: The Village Hall, Lydbury North, SY7 8AU.

THE JOSQUIN ORBIT :  Sacred music by Josquin des Prez, Heinrich Isaac ,
 Jacob Obrecht and Gaspar van Weerbeke 

Tutor: Peter Syrus

A workshop for singers, sackbuts, curtals, recorders (alto downwards), and viols [A=440].

  Registration from 9.30. Workshop 10.00 – 4.30

It is a little while since Peter Syrus last visited us as a tutor for one of our workshops but we are 
delighted to welcome him to a workshop for singers of all voices and players of the following: 
sackbuts, curtals, recorders (alto downwards), and viols [A=440].

Peter Syrus is on the staff of the RNCM in Manchester, and has taught courses on Renaissance 
music at several universities in the north of England.  He is practically involved in early music as 
both singer and instrumentalist, and is in regular demand for one-day workshops and residential 
courses.

In this workshop we will sing  4-voice settings of the 'Kyrie', from Josquin's Missa 'Pange lingua', 
Isaac's Missa 'Comme femme desconfortee', Obrecht's Missa 'Salve diva parens', and Weerbeke's 
Missa 'Ave regina celorum'.  Altogether more extrovert (and demanding!) will be the motets 
chosen. This was an era when composers possessed a seemingly inexhaustible mastery of craft, 
and were prepared to indulge it: Obrecht in his comprehensive ‘sermon in a motet’ Factor orbis; 
Isaac in his glitteringly brilliant Angeli, Archangeli; Josquin, recognised then and now as simply the 
jewel in a star-studded crown, will be represented by his sumptuous Praeter rerum seriem, a 
festive work casting a conspicuous shadow over the later sixteenth century.

Each member of our illustrious quartet of composers, while born way north of the Alps, was at 
some point lured south of them. For some it may have been the promise of sunshine, for artists it 
was the quality of the light, but for musicians it was the prospect of employment at an Italian 
court, generally as a chapel singer.

Further information about books and recordings of the music will be available at the workshop.

Instrumentalists please bring a music stand.

Our venue, Lydbury North Village Hall is an easily accessible modern hall with plenty of parking.  
There are grassed areas for picnic lunches if the weather is fine but there is plenty of space inside.

The village of Lydbury North is in the Shropshire Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, a few 
miles west of the A49 at Craven Arms.
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